
MAY 2022 ANIMAL ABUSE: A PROSECUTOR’S PERSPECTIVE 

Sheriff Carmine Marceno, in his efforts to end all animal 

mistreatment in Lee County, assembled a task force to 

investigate all allegations of animal cruelty and to arrest 

those who choose to commit these heinous acts. 

The tedious and tireless work , however, doesn’t end at 

arrest.   

The prosecution of the accused requires skillful and      

diligent efforts on the part of assistant state attorneys 

from the Twentieth Judicial Circuit. 

Thankfully, State Attorney Amira Fox has committed all 

necessary resources to ensure that those guilty of the 

mistreatment of animals receive a just disposition. 

We had an opportunity to chat with Circuit Court Chief 

Tyler P. Lovejoy  from the State Attorney’s Office and   

discussed a number of issues related to animal abuse, the 

protection of mistreated animals, as well as the links    

between animal abuse and the abuse of children and   

elders. 

Question: Many in the community recognize the       

commonalities of the abuse of animals and cases of both 

domestic violence and child abuse. Additionally, upon 

execution of animal cruelty search warrants across the 

country, law enforcement officers have discovered       

narcotics, illegal firearms and other illicit items unrelated 

to the animal mistreatment. What would you like to tell 

residents, here in the 20th Judicial Circuit, regarding the 

efforts made by our State Attorney’s Office to prosecute 

animal abuse cases?  

(continued) 

Attorney Tyler Lovejoy: “The victims of these crimes  

cannot speak for themselves. Thereby, the prosecution 

of these cases requires specialized knowledge and       

expertise in addition to an increased devotion of time. 

Under the leadership of State Attorney Amira Fox, our 

office has committed cases of animal abuse or neglect to 

the capable and skilled hands of experienced prosecutors 

to enhance the prosecution of these cases as well as to 

create continuity in punishment.” 

Question: Prosecution of these cases can and often take 

significant amounts of time. Can you tell us about          

pre-conviction forfeiture of abused animals and what 

else can be done to protect these animals prior to       

disposition?  

Attorney Tyler Lovejoy: “Florida Statute 828.073 allows 

law enforcement to take custody of animals found in  

distress, neglected or mistreated and further provides 

that, upon petition, that a court is to conduct a hearing 

to determine if the owner can adequately care for the 

animal. By the same statute, these removal or sheltering 

actions are to take place within approximately six (6) 

weeks once the statute is triggered. Given how            

encumbered the court system is, these matters are     

calendared on the court dockets very quickly in order to 

resolve these issues.  After a person is arrested for an 

offense related to animal abuse of neglect, the person 

appears before a judge. Our office requests that as a   

condition of the person’s release back into the             



(continued) 

community, that the same person not possess or own 

any animals, not reside in a location where animals     

remain, and have no direct or indirect contact with     

animals. This is a safety measure that remains in place 

throughout the pendency of the case.” 

Question: House Bill 121 and Senate Bill 256, both of 

which I believe failed to pass this month in Tallahassee, 

prohibited acts of animal abuse under domestic violence 

circumstances. Generally, would you say that Florida  

lawmakers need to revisit and strengthen existing laws 

involving animal abuse? Would stricter laws benefit  

prosecutors in their efforts to indict, prosecute and     

incarcerate animal abusers?  

Attorney Tyler Lovejoy: “As these crimes continue to 

take greater stage in the public eye, laws may change. As 

currently written, the laws give prosecutors a variety of 

avenues of approach to prosecute. The message that 

needs to be sent is a united one: that lawmakers and law 

enforcement alike will not tolerate animal abuse.” 

The LCSO Animal Cruelty Task Force greatly appreciates 

the diligence and staunch support of State Attorney 

Amira Fox and her caring staff! 

Q&A WITH DR. MEGAN DAVIS, DIRECTOR OF MEDICAL 

OPERATIONS AT CAPE CORAL ANIMAL SHELTER 

The Cape Coral Animal Shelter & Veterinary Clinic is      

beyond fortunate to have one of the region’s premier  

veterinarians serving as the Director of Medical              

Operations.  Monthly, the LCSO Animal Cruelty Task Force 

will submit one veterinary question to Dr. Megan Davis 

and share her wealth of knowledge with our readers. 

ACTF question:  From a veterinary perspective, should 

harnesses be used in lieu of collars?  Do collars pose an 

anatomical threat to the dog’s neck, throat or digestive 

tract/esophagus? 

Dr. Megan Davis: There are pros and cons to both collars 

and harnesses, but in general harnesses are a  safer choice 

for most dogs. They disperse pressure over a larger area 

of the body than a collar and are harder for a dog to slip 

out of. A quick tug of a collar if your dog pulls forward can 

easily result in whiplash or strangulation injuries.  Some 

dogs should always be walked on a harness; these include: 

- Small breed dogs, particularly those prone to trachea 

(windpipe) issues ex. Pomeranians, Yorkshire Terriers 

- Brachycephalic breeds ex. Pugs, French Bulldogs 

- Dogs at high risk for back/spinal injuries, ex. Dachshunds, 

Bassett Hounds 

- Any dog with a history of eye issues, especially glaucoma 

(pressure on the neck in turn increases pressure in the 

eyes) 

- Any dog with a history of neck issues 

Harnesses are also the safest way to restrain your dog in a 

vehicle. If you and your dog travel a lot then look into a 

crash tested safety harness. These typically attach to the 

seat belt and reduce the chance of serious injury if you 

and your buddy get in an accident (or you suddenly 

brake).  For dogs that tend to pull on a leash I recommend 

a front clip harness. For training purposes and also         

versatility a dual clip harness is an even better investment 

(these harnesses have leash attachments in both the front 

and back).  That being said I do recommend people still 

have collars for their dogs as this is the easiest way to  

display identification tags and county licenses. If we are 

going for more than just a quick walk around the        

neighborhood my personal dog wears both a collar for her 

ID and a harness for her leash.  



RACCOON, SHOT OVER 40 TIMES, SAVED BY C.R.O.W. 

By Haillie Mesics                                                                           

Public Relations & Marketing Director                                      

Clinic for the Rehabilitation of Wildlife (CROW) 

On April 11th, an adult male Northern Raccoon (#22-1509) 

was admitted to CROW, from Lehigh Acres, unable to stand. 

The raccoon was placed under anesthesia for a physical exam 

and radiographs. The raccoon had multiple fractures, several 

abscessed wounds (formed pockets of infection) and severe 

injuries to the face and eyes resulting in impaired vision.          

X-rays revealed the raccoon had suffered over 40 individual 

gunshot wounds across its entire body.  

The incident was immediately reported to law enforcement. 

Due to the extent of the infection, veterinarians suspect this 

raccoon was suffering for several days prior to rescue.         

Veterinarians made the decision to humanely euthanize the 

raccoon to relieve its suffering. Sadly, the incidence of        

gunshot-related injuries in our wildlife patients is on the rise 

compared to prior years. Migratory bird species are protected 

under federal law and it is a crime to shoot these birds. Even 

species who are not legally protected should never be        

intentionally harmed or left to suffer in a cruel manner. In 

Florida, it is a crime to abuse or cruelly kill any animal! 

Raccoons are relatively harmless creatures and are naturally 

shy animals who prefer to retreat when they sense humans 

nearby. They have adapted to become one of the most      

successful urban animals due to their omnivorous and              

opportunistic diet, which can include targeting suburban 

neighborhoods to dig through trash for food items. This can 

make them vulnerable targets to humans, resulting in vehicle 

collisions, traps and shootings. Before attempting to rid your 

property of a raccoon or trap to relocate, contact the local 

Fish and Wildlife Services for assistance. 

 (C.R.O.W., continued) 

Although raccoons are considered a vector species, which 

means they could have a higher tendency of contracting        

diseases such as rabies or distemper, this does not mean all  

raccoons have the virus. Symptoms of rabies include a           

staggering gait, oblivious to nearby movements, discharge from 

the eyes or mouth, wet and matted hair on the face, or erratic 

wandering, sometimes in a circle. Although normally nocturnal,     

raccoons are scavengers, and will scavenge during the day or 

before it is dark; not all raccoons walking around in the daylight 

should be assumed to be rabid. 

To respectfully coexist with raccoons, humans are urged not to 

directly feed them or leave unopened trash laying around for 

raccoons to eat. These issues only encourage habituation, which 

can be dangerous for the animal’s safety if they get used to  

approaching humans and start to take up residence in human 

structures. Raccoons serve as a vital link in the food chain    

serving as both predator and prey. Larger animals such as     

coyotes, large hawks, and owls eat raccoons, and snakes will 

sometimes prey on their babies. Additionally, raccoons prey on 

insects, fish, frogs, turtles, mice, bird eggs and more. They also 

eat wasp larvae and wasps. Realizing the ecological role of     

species in the natural environmental is crucial to addressing 

human-wildlife conflicts. 

Humans should strive to create a sustainable connection and 

healthy relationship with wildlife and the environment around 

them. Each animal, no matter the size, plays a crucial role in 

their ecosystems. Learning how to be an advocate for wildlife 

can help populations thrive and biodiversity flourish on this 

planet. 

Please report any and all forms of animal abuse and/or           

mistreatment to the Lee County Sheriff’s Office Animal Cruelty 

Task Force at (239) 477-1622. 

ROMEO IN NEED OF A HOME 

I am a very sociable cat...play well with other felines...and will 

greet you when you enter the room! 

I’m so in need of a place to call home!   

If you have room in your heart and your 

home, please contact the Cape Coral 

Animal Shelter for additional               

information (239) 573-2002. 

Hope to see you soon! 

 



ARREST MADE OF NORTH FORT MYERS WOMAN 

CHARGED WITH FELONY ANIMAL ABUSE 

Responding to a call for service involving a severely      

neglected canine, the whimpering of the animal was    

audible to deputies responding to the home near the  

intersection of Pioneer Road 

and Palm Creek Drive in North 

Fort Myers. 

Following the horrific sounds, 

deputies found a white canine 

tangled in a chain secured to 

the animal’s collar.  Due to the 

short length of the chain, the 

dog was unable to walk, to    

access shade, food or water.  

The dog was forced to lie in her own waste, was covered 

in fleas and severely 

emaciated.   

Our deputy met with 

the owner, Carmela 

Velazco Santiago (DOB 

08-27-1984) who    

accompanied deputies 

to the canine’s location. 

The dog, “Blanca,” was bloodied from her flea infestation 

and her water bowl was filthy and empty.  A food bowl, 

outside of  Blanca’s reach, contained a minimal amount 

of food that was covered 

with  insects and inedible. 

LCSO deputies offered the 

canine fresh water, at which 

time she  consumed        

approximately half of the 

contents of the bucket. 

Blanca’s body temperature was taken, at which time it 

was determined to be 103.1 degrees. 

Following the signing of a surrender form, Blanca was 

removed from the property.  Carmela Velazco Santiago 

was subsequently arrested and charged with Aggravated 

Animal Cruelty per Florida Statute 828.12(2). 

 

 LCSO GULF COAST TOWN CENTER OUTREACH                       

CENTER HOSTS “KITTEN SHOWER”  

Kitten season is upon us and local shelters and rescues are         

inundated with the furry felines! 

In an effort to assist, the Lee County Sheriff’s Office and the 

LCSO Animal Cruelty Task Force hosted a “Kitten Shower” at 

their Gulf Coast Town Center Community Outreach Center. 

Renda Broadcasting (Gator 101.9 FM, BOB FM 102.9 FM, Mix 

104.7 FM and WGUF 98.9 Talk Radio) was on-hand as guests 

met and played with a whole lot of adorable, little kitties. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dozens of kittens interacted with guests...one more adorable 

and affectionate than the next. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Country music fans chatted with the staff from Gator 101.9 

FM...incredible supporters of the Lee County Sheriff’s Office 

Animal Cruelty Task Force. 

 

 

 

 

                

Interested in adopting a kitten or cat?   

Please reach out to Gulf Coast Humane Society, 2010 Arcadia 

Street, Fort Myers (239) 332-0364, Cape Coral   Animal Shelter, 

325 SW 2nd Avenue, Cape Coral (239-573-2002) or Lee County 

Domestic Animal Services, 5600   Banner Drive, Fort Myers 

(239-533-7387). 

 



HAVING LOST OWNER IN HOUSE FIRE, “GINGER” 

SEARCHING FOR NEW FOREVER HOME 

A house fire took my owner from me...leaving me alone 

and without a home.  I’m very fortunate to have        

survived the horrific blaze. 

Life is very different now.  As an eight-year-old, I’m 

forced to begin again...looking for the love that I once 

enjoyed.  Are you the one to provide me with my        

forever home? 

I’m very mellow, enjoy 

other calm dogs and a 

fenced-in yard would 

be, well, incredible.  I 

love people, I’m      

affectionate...except to 

cats.  Yuch! 

If you’re the one ready 

to be loved                

unconditionally, please 

visit the “Big Hearts for 

Big Dogs” website at https://bigheartsbigdogs.com/ or 

email info@bigheartsbigdogs.com. 

DOG WHISKERS: DO THEY HAVE A PURPOSE? 

Yes, they do…so, please don’t snip them off! 

Dog whiskers, technically called “vibrissae,” are longer 

and thicker hairs with large follicles containing blood-

filled sinus tissues.  The word “vibrissae” is derived from 

the Latin word “vibrio,” which means “to vibrate.”  And, 

vibrate they do! 

A dog’s whiskers project outward from the snout and 

have tactile properties…meaning that they are            

perceptible to touch, including receiving information 

from air and water surrounding them. 

Sensations and information are transmitted to the dog’s 

brain by way of the trigeminal nerve.  This information is 

critical under conditions of darkness or when your dog is 

unable to rely on sight. 

Animals are able to detect air currents which alert them 

to oncoming dangers, determine the shape and texture 

of an item and maintain proper head position while 

swimming…all through the information gathered 

through the whiskers. 

While additional 

studies, regarding 

the function of 

whiskers, are     

currently             

underway, it is  

believed that    

animals receive a series of “taps” or “twangs” when 

whiskers are touched…perhaps the reason why some 

dogs seem to dislike kisses directly to the whiskered  

area. 

VISIT THE ANIMAL CRUELTY TASK FORCE ON                            

OUR WEBSITE, ON FACEBOOK AND ON INSTAGRAM! 

 

LIEUTENANT HOPE, LCSO AND GULF COAST HUMANE            

SOCIETY CELEBRATE HOPE’S “GOTCHA DAY” 

The Gulf Coast Humane Society graciously hosted an 

event to celebrate the anniversary of Lieutenant Hope’s 

formal adoption.                                                           

Friends, Gulf Coast  

Humane Society staff 

and members of other 

local rescues and    

shelters were on hand 

to share the love and 

joy that Hope brings to                   

us all.   

As Ambassador for the Lee County Sheriff’s Office Animal 

Cruelty Task Force, Lieutenant Hope demonstrates, on a 

daily basis, how the respect and love that we give to our 

furry friends is returned to us tenfold. 

Happy Gotcha Day, Hope! 



 

 

 

HOMEMADE SWEET POTATO DOG TREATS 

Anyone who has strolled down the dog-treat aisle at 

their local grocery or pet store knows that there is an 

enormous variety of pre-packaged canine goodies to 

choose from. 

Many pet owners, however, have concerns regarding 

the ingredients and the manufacturing                        

process...especially when it comes to treats made  

overseas. 

Consider preparing your pup’s treats at home using         

inexpensive and healthy ingredients!  Most canines   

absolutely love sweet potatoes and this recipe is quick 

and easy. 

For these treats, you will require the following: 

 1 cup of canned sweet potato (you can substitute 
fresh sweet potato if you prefer.) 

 1 egg (beaten) 

 1 3/4 cups whole wheat flour, brown rice flour, or 
gluten free flour 

Preheat your oven to 350°F. 

Stir all ingredients together, in a large bowl, until dough 

forms. 

Roll the dough into small balls or create “bone-shaped” 

treats. 

Place on a cookie sheet lined with parchment paper/

foil. 

Regardless of the shape that you choose, press dough 

down slightly so the biscuits are no more than 1/4 inch 

thick. Bake until golden brown (approximately 30 

minutes) and let cool on a wire rack. 

 

 

“Humanity's true moral test, its    

fundamental test…consists of its 

attitude towards those who are at 

its mercy: animals.” 

                             ― Milan Kundera  

MAY 20TH...NATIONAL RESCUE DOG DAY 

Well over three million abandoned, neglected, lost and 

abused dogs enter American shelters annually.  Many     

never leave. 

Mixed-bred, pure-bred, male, female, younger and older 

canines make their way into shelters by no fault of their 

own...hoping for nothing more than someone to give their 

unconditional love to...and someone love them in return. 

May 20th is 

“National Rescue 

Dog Day.”  Please 

consider opening up 

your home to a 

homeless dog!  If 

you’re interested in 

providing a forever home, please contact: 

Gulf Coast Humane Society, 2010 Arcadia Street, Fort     

Myers (239) 332-0364 

Cape Coral   Animal Shelter, 325 SW 2nd Avenue, Cape   

Coral (239-573-2002)  

Lee County Domestic Animal Services, 5600   Banner Drive, 

Fort Myers (239-533-7387) 

or contact one of our wonderful animal rescues. 


